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Abstract
In this paper we present the navigation of transport mobile
robot in Bionic Assembly System. Bionic Assembly System is a
concept of assembling system of tomorrow which basic elements
are autonomous mobile robots. The basic characteristic of the
system is capability of quick adaptation for different kind of
products. This paper is focused on simulation of transport
mobile robot’s navigation in Webots software. Transport mobile
robot should be designed to navigate with collision avoidance
capability in the shop floor environment, flexibly coping with
the changing environment.

I.

Introduction

A concept of Bionic Assembly System (BAS), as an
answer for novel requirements of manufacturing industry,
was proposed by Katalinic [1]. The concept of the system
was developed on a real industrial demand to significantly
reduce the production costs of electrical motors in mass
production. The main characteristic of such a system is its
capability of quick adaptation for assembling different kind
of products. Main elements of a system are autonomous
mobile robots. They have to function autonomously, have to
adapt themselves and act in strong co-relation between each
other and their environment (shop-floor). Design of
behaviour of these robots is a main task to be solved for
making a system functioning. The ground problem of their
behaviour is navigation through the shop floor. Their
environment is complex and dynamically changes.

II.

Autonomous mobile robots in bionic assembly
system

As it is mentioned before, autonomous mobile robots are
most important elements of Bionic Assembly System. There
are two basic classes of them:
transport mobile robot – carries a palette on which parts
are assembling together in a finished product, it begins with
an empty palette and finishes with the complete assembled
product,
assembly station – this is a mobile robot equipped with a
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robot arm; mobile robot serve as a carrier of a palette with
parts and robot arm assembles them on a transport mobile
robot.
Design of these two classes of mobile robots is a key
problem of developing Bionic Assembly System. Such robots
should be able to function autonomously and smoothly in
order to cope up with unstructured and highly complex
working environment of BAS.
Complete design of autonomous mobile robots involves
four phases [2]:
definition of operating environment,
definition of robot tasks,
hardware design of robot and
design of robot’s behaviour.
These phases have to be accomplished one following
another and in close dependence between each other.

III.

Navigation of mobile robots

First and fundamental problem of robots behaviour is
design of mobile robot’s navigation. Robot navigation is
concerned with moving a robot to a specific posture to
accomplish a given job, subject to internal and external
constraints, in a dynamically changing environment. Using a
set of sensors, the robot should recognize the environment in
its neighbourhood and generate a suitable navigation plan to
accomplish the job. The job of transport mobile robots in
Bionic Assembly System is going from one assembly station
to another with a palette caring on. In the simplified version
of Bionic Assembly System assembly robots are static, so
transport mobile robots should be able to avoid static and
moving obstacles in their way.

IV. Simulation of robot’s navigation in Webots
A. Webots Software
For simulation of Bionic Assembly System we have
decided to use Webots professional software for simulation of
mobile robots behaviour. This is the most realistic and
reliable software of this kind at a moment. The simulation

Fig. 1 From left to right: Khepera with a gripper extension, with a “linear vision” extension, and with both modules simultaneously

system used in Webots uses virtual time, making it
possible to run simulations much faster than it would take on
a real robot. Depending on the complexity of the setup and
the power of your computer, simulations can run up to 300
times faster than the real robot when using the fast simulation
mode. The graphical user interface of Webots allows you to
easily interact with the simulation while it is running.
The robot´s behaviour is written using the C++ or Java
programming language. Moreover, any Webots controller can
be connected to a third party software program, such as
MatLab, LabView, etc. through a TCP/IP interface.
Once tested in simulation your robot controllers can be
transferred to real robots. This is the real power of Webots,
because there is no other software that has capability of
transferring the controller programs on real robots. More
information about the software could be found in [3].
B. Khepera robot
We have decided to use the Khepera robots (Fig.1) in the
simulation. The biggest deciding factor was that the Khepera
robot has a gripper module as additional add-on. And the
gripper is essential for manipulation of assembly parts.
Khepera is a miniature mobile robot with functionality
similar to that of larger robots used in research and education.
Khepera was originally designed as a research and teaching
tool for a Swiss Research Priority Program at EPFL in
Lausanne. It allows real world testing of algorithms
developed in simulation for trajectory planning, obstacle
avoidance, pre-processing of sensory information, and
hypotheses on behaviour processing, among others. Very
modular at both the software and hardware level, Khepera
has a very efficient library of on-board applications for
controlling the robot, monitoring experiments, and
downloading new software. A large number of extension
modules make it adaptable to a wide range of
experimentation.
C. Potential field method
There are numerous methods which are used for
navigation of mobile robots [4]. The simplest and most

effective one is potential field method. When you think of
potential fields, picture in your mind either a charged particle
navigating through a magnetic field or a marble rolling down
a hill. The basic idea is that behaviour exhibited by the
particle/marble will depend on the combination of the shape
of the field/hill. Unlike fields/hills where the topology is
externally specified by environmental conditions, the
topology of the potential fields that a robot experiences are
determined by the designer. More specifically, the designer
(a) creates multiple behaviours, each assigned a particular
task or function, (b) represents each of these behaviours as a
potential field, and (c) combines all of the behaviours to
produce the robot's motion by combining the potential fields
[5]. The fundamental block of potential fields is the action
vector, which corresponds to the speed and orientation of the
robot. Each behaviour outputs a desired output vector. We
have two forms of behaviour (two potential fields) – the
attractive and repulsive field. The attractive potential causes
the robot to be attracted to the goal, and repulsive potential
causes the robot to be repulsed from the obstacle.
Attractive potential field (Fig. 2(a)) is described by
following equations:
(1)
∆ x A = α ∗ (d - r) ∗ cos( θ ),

(2)
∆ y A = α ∗ (d - r) ∗ sin( θ ),
where:
θ – angle between the robot and the goal,
d – distance between the robot and the goal,
r – raidus of a goal,
α – constant with which the field could be scaled.
Repulsive potential field (Fig. 2(b)) is described by
following equations:
(3)
∆ x R = - β ∗ (s + r - d) ∗ cos( θ ),
∆ y R = - β ∗ (s+ r -d) ∗ sin( θ ),
(4)
where:
θ – angle between the robot and the obstacle,
d – distance between the robot and the obstacle,
r – radius of a obstacle,
β – constant with which the field could be scaled.

repulsive field

This collection of vectors is called a potential field because
it represents synthetic energy potentials that the robot will
follow.
How does the robot choose its behaviour now? It
determines the ∆x using equation (5) of the potential field
generated by its two behaviours, determines ∆y using
equation (6), and computes:
the velocity v =

and the angle

⎛ ∆y ⎞
⎟ ,
⎝ ∆x ⎠

θ = tan −1 ⎜

(7)

(8)

and then sets the speed to v and the direction to θ . As it
moves through the world, it makes observations of the
environment, identifies new action vectors, and chooses new
directions/speeds. Since the speed is function of potential
fields and they are functions of distance, as the robot is closer
to the goal and more far from the obstacle its speed is higher
and higher. When the robot is near to the obstacle, its speed is
lower.
The biggest problem in this method is computing of
robot’s actual position. Since the Khepera robot has the GPS
(Global Positioning System) extension, this problem was
easily solved in Webots. If we are working with real robots,
we should use encoders since GPS is not yet so precise
particularly in close spaces. The gps function used in Webots
is:

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2 Attractive (a) and repulsive (b) potential field

The resulting field (Fig. 3) is the sum of attractive and
repulsive field:
(5)
∆x=∆ x A +∆ x R ,
∆y=∆ y A +∆ y R ,

∆x 2 + ∆y 2

(6)

gps = robot_get_device("gps"); //it gives the robot
possibility to use the gps device//
gps_enable(gps,10); //it enables gps readings, every 10
ms//
matrix=gps_get_matrix(gps); //the matrix in which are x,y,
z coordinates and robot angles are stored//
x_now=gps_position_x(matrix); //put the x coordinate read
from the gps device in x_now//
y_now=gps_position_y(matrix); ////put the y coordinate
read from the gps device in y_now//
z_now=gps_position_z(matrix); ////put the z coordinate
read from the gps device in z_now//
D. Simulation
The simplified version of Bionic Assembly System that we
have developed in Webots is shown in Fig. 4. It is consisted
of following parts:
3 Transport mobile robots
3 Assembly stations
robot pool
recharging station
storage of final product
storage of empty palettes

Fig. 3. The resulting potential field generated by attractive and

We are using only three transport and three assembly

robots because of the system simplification. The complete
simulation should function as follows[6]:

At the beginning every transport mobile robot should get
an
Robot pool

Storage of
empty palettes

Recharging station
Transport
robot

mobile

Storage of
final products

Assembly stations

Fig. 4 Simulation of BAS in Webots environment

order which kind of product should be assembled. The
products are represented by three cubes which are in three
different colours: red, green and blue. Different combinations
of these colours represent different kind of products. When
the transport mobile robot has the type of the product it has to
go to the storage of empty palettes to take one palette on
which the product should be assembled. Then it has to go
from one assembly station to another in order to assembly the
right combination of the cubes. After the product is
assembled it has to go to the storage of final product and
leave the palette on a predefined place. At this moment,
transport mobile robot has fulfilled his assembly mission and
it is going back to the initial position (robot pool) and waits
for new order to come. Since the robot is equipped with
battery sensor which measures the state of the energy level,
robot should go to the recharging station first if its battery
level is less then 15% of full energy. By this stage one work
cycle of a transport mobile robot is finished. All three
transport mobile robots are assembling the products at the
same time.
At this moment we have developed the controller which
navigates the transport mobile robot from the beginning to
the end of the cycle. The controller is written in C++
programming language and potential field method described
in chapter 4 has been used. The main function looks as
follows:

int main() {
robot_live(reset);
get_the_order (); //robot gets the type of product to be
assembled (colour combination)//
potential_field (x_goal,z_goal,x_obstacle,z_obstacle,
radius_goal,radius_obstacle,spread_goal,spread_obstacle);
//robot goes to take the empty palette//
take_the_carrier (); //robot is taking the palette//
potential_field (x_goal,z_goal,x_obstacle,z_obstacle,
radius_goal,radius_obstacle,spread_goal,spread_obstacle);/
/robot goes to 1st assembly station//
potential_field (x_goal,z_goal,x_obstacle,z_obstacle,
radius_goal,radius_obstacle,spread_goal,spread_obstacle);/
/robot goes to 2nd assembly station//
potential_field (x_goal,z_goal,x_obstacle,z_obstacle,
radius_goal,radius_obstacle,spread_goal,spread_obstacle);
//robot goes to 3rd assembly station//
potential_field (x_goal,z_goal,x_obstacle,z_obstacle,
radius_goal,radius_obstacle,spread_goal,spread_obstacle);
//goes to the storage of final product//
leave_the_carrier (); //robot leaves the palette with
assembled product//
potential_field (x_goal,z_goal,x_obstacle,z_obstacle,
radius_goal,radius_obstacle,spread_goal,spread_obstacle);
//robot goes to initial position//

return 0;
}
On the Fig. 5 you can see the transport mobile robot

approaching the first assembly station with an empty palette
with.

Fig. 5 Transport mobile robot approaching the assembly station robot

V.

Summary and Conclusions

In this paper basic characteristics and forms of
autonomous mobile robot’s behaviour in Bionic Assembly
System are presented. We have presented the results of
simulation in Webots software. With applying a potential
field method into the controller of transport mobile robot in
Bionic Assembly System the robot is navigating smoothly
around its environment. It is capable to go from one position
to another without bumping into the obstacles which are in its
way of moving. By this time we have developed only
controllers for navigation of transport mobile robots around
static obstacle avoidance. That means robots can not yet
function in the same time. The next step is to solve the
problem when two transport mobile robots have same path,
i.e. to solve the problem of moving obstacles. That will be the
last step in developing a controller of transport mobile robot
and then we have to focus on assembly stations. Assembly
stations should be able to know when the transport mobile
robot has come and to put the cube on its palette. After we
develop a complete simulation in Webots environment, we
will try to transfer the controllers on real, physical robots and
to test them in the real world.
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